~" Six rhesus monkeys were stimulated on the paravermal cortex for 205 hours (18 days) with different charge densities in order to determine the electrode performance and neural damage that may result from long-term cerebellar stimulation comparable to that being used in man. The electrode-tissue interface was relatively stable and no neural damage was found when the charge/phase (0.5 #C/ph) or charge density (7.4 #C/sq cm/ph) was very low. At all higher charge levels tested (2.4, 4.8, 10, and 22 #C/ph), changes in the electrode-tissue interface, meningeal encapsulation, and neural damage were directly related to the charge density delivered. Unstimulated electrodes on the opposite paravermal cortex exhibited mild tissue reactivity and cell damage, probably due to mechanical compression of the molecular layer and pial vessels. Motor cortex field potentials could be evoked by charges as low as 0.1 #C/ph delivered to paravermal cortex; for a given charge/phase longer pulses were more effective than short pulses. After neural damage resulting from 205 hours of 4.8 #C pulses at 10 per second (total charge 14.76 C), the threshold for the motor cortex evoked potential increased by a factor of four or more. With the charge held constant to different-sized electrodes placed bilaterally in the same monkey, damage was greater under the smaller electrode. This finding suggests that the charge density to cerebellar cortex must be controlled to avoid neural damage.
s
INCE the introduction of prosthetic devices for the nervous system that depend upon electrical excitation of nervous tissue using charge densities over 100 times that required physiologically to depolarize neurons, a7 concern has been expressed that such high levels of electrical charge may irreversibly damage neurons and eventually render the prosthetic device ineffective. With most dorsal column stimulators used for periods longer than several months or years, the charge delivered to the spinal cord must be increased to achieve the same relief of pain initially experienced, a8 Clinical trials with cerebellar stimulation for control of epilepsy, e,7,t' or management of movement disorders ',6 apparently have not been extensive enough to determine if the therapeutic threshold increases with longterm electrical stimulation of the human cerebellum. However, Gilman, et al./ have reported severe neuronal damage in the cerebellum of a monkey stimulated with an electrode array and charge level thought to be comparable to those used in humans. Following only 205 hours of biphasic stimulation (2.4 mA, 1 msec, 10 pulses per second (p.p.s.)) to the monkey cerebellum, they found loss of Purkinje cells extending beyond the region of the stimulating electrodes, neovascularization, and evidence of on-going degeneration that presumably would have increased with more days of stimulation. TM The present experiments were designed to investigate directly: 1) the electrode performance; 2) the parameters needed for cerebellar activation; and, 3) the range of neural damage that might result from long-term electrical stimulation (205 hours or 7.38 X 10 e biphasic pulses) in monkeys given a range of charges per pulse (microcoulombs per phase ~C/ph)). Our results show that in monkeys with an undamaged cerebellum, the threshold for activation of cerebellar neurons or fibers may be as low as 0.1 ~tC. There is no appreciable damage to the cerebellum attributable to pulse charges as high as 0.5 ~tC (total charge in each polarity 3.69 C) and only moderate damage with a charge per phase of 2.4 gC (total charge in each polarity 17.7 C). Neural damage resulting from pulse charges of 4.8 #C (total charge in each polarity 35.4 C) raised the threshold for cerebellar-evoked motor cortex potentials by a factor of four. The electrode-tissue interface was modified with all charges that produced cerebellar damage. Results also indicate that for a given charge/phase a larger charge density will modify electrode performance more and will be more damaging to the cerebellum.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Animals
In these experiments we used six male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) each weighing between 4.3 and 4.7 kg.
Electrodes
All but one of the cerebellar stimulating electrode arrays consisted of two rectangular platinum electrodes, each 6.8 sq mm in area, embedded 2.0 mm from each other in a pad of Silastic with Silastic-insulated leads.* These *Silastic-insulated leads, Model XE-350, available from Avery Laboratories, 145 Rome Street, Farmingdale, New York. electrode arrays were identical to those used by Gilman, et al? The overall dimensions of each array or electrode pair was 7.5 • 10.0 mm, and arrays were implanted for stimulation over the right paravermal cortex in Monkeys 5, 31, 34, 6, and 7, and over the left paravermal cortex in Monkey 81. Arrays implanted on the left paravermal cortices of Monkeys 5, 31, 34, 6, and 7 were never stimulated and served as controls to investigate the presence of damage attributable to chronic implantation of the arrays per se. In order to test whether a higher charge density would increase the extent of neural damage, an electrode array with one-half the exposed surface area (3.4 sq mm per electrode) and one-half the inter-electrode distancet was placed on the right paravermal cortex of Monkey 81. Neocortical recording electrodes consisted of 6.4 mm diameter stainless steel self-tapping screws~ with leads soldered to them before surgery began. They were placed in the calvaria overlying the precentral gyrus.
Surgery
An incision was made in the dura mater about 2 to 3 mm below the transverse sinus, extending to the sides of the craniectomy. The transverse sinus and, to a lesser extent, the tentorium cerebelli were raised by two 4-0 silk sutures placed in the dura just beneath the transverse sinus and about 5 mm on either side of the midline. Lifting this dura invariably exposed a superior cerebellar vein extending from each paravermal region to the transverse sinus. It was necessary to remove these veins by bipolar electrocautery in order to gain access to the anterior paravermal region where the electrode arrays were placed. The arachnoid was pierced near the dural incision over the vermis in Monkey 7 and over the posterior left hemisphere (Crus II) in Monkey 34, but there was very little loss of cerebrospinal fluid and hemostasis was maintained. The cerebellar arachnoid was kept intact in the other monkeys and there was no evidence of bleeding at surgery. One pair of electrodes was placed symmetrically on each anterior paravermal cerebellar cortex, between folia V and VII. The dura was then closed with interrupted sutures, and the electrodes were anchored in place by tying each set of leads to a suture. The leads were then brought through holes in the nuchal muscles lateral to the incision. The cavity was filled with Gelfoam, the nuchal muscles were repaired, and the skin incision was sewn together. There was no evidence that the large electrode arrays (6.8 sq mm) moved after implantation because they were often embedded in the molecular layer of the cerebellum. The smaller electrode array (3.4 sq mm), apparently moved several days after implantation, presumably because the area of contact with the cerebellar surface was smaller.
Holes over the motor cortex (A 14.0, L + 10.0 mm in the Atlas of Snider and Lee TM)
were drilled, and the stainless steel recording screws were screwed into place. All electrode leads were then soldered to connectors that were affixed to the skull with dental cement.
Stimulation
The evoked-potential studies were designed to determine: 1) the threshold for evocation of a motor cortex potential by cerebellar stimulation; 2) the most effective parameters for achieving that threshold; and 3) whether the threshold increased after long-term electrical stimulation of the cerebellum. These evoked-potential studies were carried out by means of current-regulated symmetrically biphasic stimulation 1 and a sample-and-hold amplifier 1 that eliminated stimulus artifacts.
Before the chronic cerebellar stimulation phase of the experiment was begun, the thresholds for evoking a response in the motor cortex from stimulation in the cerebellum was determined in two monkeys. For Monkey 34, charge levels up to 1.0 #C/phase were applied at 1 p.p.s, to the right paravermal cortex through the 6.8 sq mm stimulating electrodes. In Monkey 81, more extensive evoked potential studies were carried out in which both the left paravermal cortex (6.8 sq mm electrodes) and the right paravermal cortex (3.4 sq mm electrodes) were stimulated. The stimulation parameters ranged from 0.1 to 1 msec and 0.05 to 4 mA in combinations never exceeding 2 t~C/phase. After 205 hours of stimulation through each electrode pair (see next section for the details of stimulation) at 4.8 #C/phase, the threshold testing was repeated in Monkey 81. These stimulations lasted less than 3 hours per electrode pair on both the day before and the day after the chronic-stimulation phase.
The chronic-stimulation phase lasted for 18 days during which the stimulated electrodes received capacitively-coupled monophasic (asymmetrically biphasic) charges of 1 msec dura-tion 10 times per second. Each train of pulses was delivered for 8 minutes and then discontinued for 8 minutes, 24 hours a day, until a total of 205 hours of stimulation or 7.38 • 10 e pulses had been given. The total number of pulses delivered was virtually identical to that reported by Gilman, et al.? except that the stimulation to the electrodes in that study was continuous at 10 p.p.s, for 7 hours per day and 5 days per week.
Charge to the electrodes was delivered by a commercially available neurostimulatorw having an rf-coupled unregulated voltage output. The transmitter was rigidly coupled to the receiver through a 0.005-in. mylar sheet. The neurostimulator was the same model as that used in patients. 4 Current to the cerebellum was monitored daily across a 10-ohm precision resistor in series with the output of the receiver. The voltage and current waveforms were photographed in order to compute peak access resistance values (that is, peak voltage divided by peak current). Impedances at 1 kHz were also measured for both stimulated and unstimulated electrodes. In all the monkeys the charge per phase varied after the onset of chronic stimulation due to changes in the electrode-tissue interface; however, the modal charges delivered to the monkeys were: Monkey 5 (0.5 /zC/ph), Monkey 31 (2.4 ~tC/ph), Monkey 34 (4.8 #C/ph), Monkey 81 both sides (4.8 #C/ph), Monkey 6 (10.0 #C/ph), and Monkey 7 (22.0 ~tC/ph). Note that in Monkey 81, although both sides received 4.8 ~tC/ph, the estimated charge density on the right side was twice that of the left side.
Behavioral Observations
During the stimulation phase of the experiment, passive and active responses of the w manufactured by Avery Laboratories, 145 Rome Street, Farmingdale, New York. limbs were observed for each monkey except Monkey 81, both when the stimulation was being applied and when it was not. In addition, the responses to familiar and novel stimuli were also recorded.
Histological Studies
With the monkeys under general anesthesia, the whole brain of each was perfused with a buffered mixture of glutaraldehyde and paraformaldehyde suitable for optical and electron microscopy. The relation between the extent of cerebellar damage and the particular stimulus parameters are summarized in Table 1 . A detailed description of the cerebellar histopathology is given in the following papery No attempt was made to evaluate the relative damage beneath the two discs in each electrode array.
Results
Electrode Performance
Since many of the most important factors determining the long-term effectiveness of a neurostimulator depend upon relatively stable conditions at the electrode-tissue interface, our experiments were designed to study these conditions over the course of the chronic stimulation. Figure 1 charts the daily measurements of charge delivery in the five monkeys stimulated on the right and not the left cerebellum. In Monkeys 31, 6, and 7 the charge clearly increased with successive days of stimulation. Monkey 34, which had been previously stimulated through the right electrodes for evoked-potential studies, showed virtually no change. In Monkey 5, which had a very low charge delivered (0.5 uC/ph), the charge remained stable for the entire 18 days of stimulation. Since the voltage delivered to each of these electrode pairs did not vary significantly from the beginning to the end of the chronic stimulation phase, the increase in current flow can be attributed largely to a decrease in the access resistance of the electrode-tissue interface. These decreases in access resistance over the course of the chronic stimulation are plotted in Fig. 2 .
The decreases in access resistance may be due to a stimulus-induced change in local vascular dynamics that resulted in local edema. Such edema must have been limited to the regions near the stimulating electrodes because there were no impedance decreases beneath the unstimulated electrodes which were less than 3 cm away from those stimulated electrodes that exhibited decreased im- .
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Plots of peak access resistances of the stimulated electrodes (6.8 sq mm) located on the right paravermal cortex of five monkeys over the 18 days of stimulation. Pulses were of 1 msec, 10 p.p.s., 8 min on and 8 rain off. Note that access resistance decreased for the first few days after the start of chronic stimulation and then remained somewhat stable. In contrast, the access resistance of the stimulating electrodes in Monkey 5 (0.5 #C) actually increased over the course of stimulation, suggesting that the currents through these electrodes did not significantly alter the electrode-tissue interface performance. Plots of impedances at l kHz (peak current 100 picoamps) of both the stimulated and unstimuiated electrodes in five monkeys over the 18 days of stimulation at 1 reset, 10 p.p.s., 8 rain on and 8 min off. Impedances were measured before (-1) and through 16 days of stimulation only in Monkeys 31 and 34. In Monkeys 5, 6, and 7 the impedances between electrode pairs were measured 10 days before (-10) and 1 day after (END + 1) the chronic stimulation. Note that although the absolute values in kilohms differ when measuring impedance at 1 kHz or access resistance to a rectangular pulse, the two measures do show the same direction and time course of changes for the stimulating electrodes. The reasons for the impedance increases shown after Day 6 for the stimulating electrode of Monkey 34 are not clear. pedances (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, if such edema occurred during the stimulation, it was transient enough to disappear within 12 hours after the end of the chronic stimulation. Electron microscopy failed to reveal edema beneath the stimulating electrodes in those monkeys perfused 12 hours after chronic stimulation was terminated. = Finally, if edema is largely responsible for the decreases in access resistance, it is not clear why the edema should gradually increase over the first few days of stimulation and then reach a relatively stable level, as indicated by a plateau in the access resistance measures.
The decreases in access resistance may also be due to progressive "cleaning" of organic material that had adhered to the electrode surfaces for the 1 month that had elapsed since electrode implantation. This presumption is supported by the fact that in Monkey 34, which had several hours of stimulation before the chronic stimulation phase was begun, there was virtually no further decrease in access resistance. It is also possible that the access resistance of the stimulated electrodes decreased due to progressive erosion of the platinum which would increase the real surface area of the electrode. This hypothesis is supported by the explanation that in Monkey 5 (0.5 #C/ph) the current was so small that platinum erosion and roughening of the surface was not a significant factor, whereas with higher currents such as passed in Monkey 7 (22 #C/ph), erosion of platinum would readily occur) That the electrode-tissue interface did, in fact, change characteristics over the course of stimulation can be seen more dramatically in Fig. 3 . Impedances at 1 kHz (peak current 100 pA) plotted as a function of days of stimulation indicate that as stimulation progresses there is a reduction in impedance, and also that from day to day there may be marked changes in electrode-tissue impedance. Of course, these changes are also consistent with changes in tissue resistance due to edema. In contrast to the performance of the stimulated electrodes, all the unstimulated electrodes showed a rise in impedance over time. This increase in impedance may be attributable to increasing adherent material. The reaction and proliferation of leptomeninges is shown in the following paper; = however, it may be safe to conclude from the findings thus far that with sufficiently low currents (for instance, 0.5 mA) or charge/phase (0.5 /zC), the performance of the electrode-tissue interface in large platinum electrodes (approximately 6.8 sq mm each) will be stable for periods lasting as long as 205 hours spaced over 18 days.
In Monkey 81, an attempt was made to determine if neural damage would be greater with a larger charge density. Charges per phase of 4.8 #C were delivered to the left paravermal electrodes (6.8 sq mm each), which constituted a repeated study of the stimulation given to Monkey 34, and to the right paravermal electrodes (3.4 sq mm each). Figure 4 plots the expected rise in estimated charge delivery to both sets of electrodes resulting from the reduced access resistance following stimulation. The decrease in access resistance and impedance (Fig. 5) was greater with the smaller electrodes, indicating that larger charge densities modify the electrode performance to a greater extent. For both electrodes, these access resistance changes occurred despite the fact that on the day before the start of chronic stimulation both sets of electrodes were stimulated for several hours as part of an evoked-potential study. By the fifth day of stimulation, the charge per phase had increased so much that the voltage was readjusted so that for the remaining 13 days each electrode pair received only 4.8 #C/ph (Fig. 4) . On the sixth day, the impedance of the smaller electrode pair (3.4 sq mm on right paravermal cortex) increased, probably due to movement of the electrode (Fig. 5) . These smaller electrodes were stimulated with a current-regulated, capacitively coupled stimulator x in order to keep the charge/phase constant. Apparently this electrode continued to migrate, and postmortem examination revealed that it was embedded vertically in the cerebellar cortex in such a manner that parts of the electrode surfaces were not in good contact with the pia-arachnoid.
Because part of the electrode was not fully in contact with meninges, the impedance continued to rise over the remaining days (Fig. 6 ) until it had reached 9.5 kilohms. Since the charge/phase remained constant throughout, the estimated charge density/phase for the right electrode of Monkey 81 was undoubtedly much higher than that indicated in Fig. 4 . That is, although the charge den- , charge/phase increased as expected, but the increase was greater with the small electrode pairs, presumably due to greater electrode-tissue reactions occurring with the higher current density. On Day 6 the current to the larger electrodes was returned to 4.8 mA (4.8 #C/phase) and it remained stable thereafter. On Day 6 the smaller electrode pair was placed on a current-regulated stimulator that delivered virtually the same current waveform (4.8 #C/phase) as the Avery neurostimt,'ator. The charge density/phase (right ordinate) was estimated by assuming that the surface area of each electrode was either 6.8 sq mm (left) or 3.4 sq mm (right). Averaged motor cortex field potentials in response to different charges/phase delivered to the right paravermal cortex in Monkey 34. Onemsec pulses were delivered at l/see. Recordings were made with a differential amplifier with the output held for 7 msec at the pre-stimulation level (sample/hold) in order to prevent blocking of the amplifiers by stimulus artifact. Each of 25 sample potentials was averaged on a PDP-12 computer using a program which also computed the standard error (dotted lines above and below the solid line). Note that there is a clear evoked response to a charge of 0.1 uC/phase and that the amplitudes of subsequent responses increase with increasing charge levels. sity/phase on Day 18 was estimated to be approximately 141 uC/sq cm/phase (Fig. 4) , the real charge density was probably two to three times higher. Nevertheless, despite the movement of this electrode and the gradual change in charge density per phase, charge/phase was held constant and more neural damage was found beneath that electrode than beneath the larger electrode on the opposite paravermal cortex (for details see Brown, et aLZ) . In none of the large electrode arrays (6.8 sq mm) was there any evidence of movement of the electrodes. In fact, most electrode arrays were impressed into the T. L. Babb, et al. molecular layer of the cerebellar cortex at the position where they were originally implanted.
Evoked Potential Studies
In order to determine the charge/phase sufficient to evoke an output from the cerebellum that would influence the activity of neurons in the forebrain, motor cortex field potentials were averaged following different levels of stimulation in Monkeys 34 and 81. The threshold for a detectable evoked response in motor cortex was about 0.1 #C in Monkey 34 (Fig. 6 ) and 0.12 #C in Monkey 81 (Fig. 7) . The latencies, waveforms, and amplitudes varied with different charges given to the same electrode and with the same charges given to different monkeys. These differences were probably attributable to the respective placements of the stimulating electrodes on the paravermal cortex and to the positioning of the screw electrodes overlying the pre-central gyrus.
In all the evoked-potential studies, a given charge/phase evoked a larger response in motor cortex if the pulse durations were longer, up to a maximum pulse width of 1 msec. For example, in Fig. 7 responses to 0.8 #C/ph are larger when the pulse durations are 0.8 msec rather than 0.4 msec. This was true before chronic stimulation (Fig. 7 , predamage, tracings 6 and 7) and after 18 days of stimulation (Fig. 7 , post-damage, tracings 3 and 4). These findings suggest that longer pulses may be more effective in activating neurons and fibers that are needed in a cerebellar prosthesis. Figure 7 demonstrates clearly that after damage to neurons and fibers beneath the cerebellar electrode the threshold for evocation of a motor cortex potential was increased by a factor of four (for instance, see Monkey 81, left side, Table 1 ). Monkey 81 was the only animal in which systematic evoked potentials were studied before and after the cerebellar stimulation; so it is not known whether comparable or smaller increases in threshold would occur with less histological damage as was found in Monkeys 5 and 31. Nevertheless, these electrophysiological results in Monkey 81 do correlate well with histological evidence of decreased Purkinje cells and fiber degeneration beneath the electrode. It is possible, although unlikely, that tissue reaction to the calvarial recording elec- 
FIG. 7.
Averaged motor cortex field potentials in response to left paravermal cortex stimulation at different charge levels before (left) and after (right) chronic cerebellar stimulation in Monkey 81. Stimulation, recording, and computing conditions were similar to those in Fig. 7 except that the sample-and-hold lasted only 3 msec, and each potential was an average of 50 evoked potentials (standard error not shown here). Note that in all cases, longer pulse durations (with charge held constant) evoked larger motor cortex potentials. The threshold for a detectable evoked response was 0.12 #C/ph before the chronic stimulation (left, tracing 2) and possibly as high as 0.8 ~C/ph after chronic stimulation (right, tracing 3).
trodes over the pre-central gyrus was so much greater after the 18 days of stimulation that these recording electrodes were less able to detect potentials generated by the underlying neurons. The impedance at 1 kHz between these recording electrodes remained stable at 500 ohms before and after the 18-day stimulation phase. There was no histological evidence that these stimulating electrodes over the left paravermal cortex had moved over the course of the 18 days of stimulation. In fact, this electrode pair was well embedded in the molecular layer. Table 1 summarizes the extent of tissue reaction found beneath the stimulated and unstimulated electrodes of each of the six monkeys studied. A detailed presentation of the light and electron microscopic evidence of the histopathology is presented in the following paper? It is worth noting here that all electrodes implanted on the cerebellar surface for 7 to 8 weeks exhibited encapsulation by the meninges and varying degrees of mechanical compression of the molecular layer because of the limited space in the posterior fossa for such large and thick electrode arrays. After chronic stimulation, proliferation of the meninges was greater above and below the stimulated electrode than it was for the unstimulated electrode. Evidence of neural damage and reactive cells was always greater beneath stimulated electrodes and directly related to the charge density delivered. Little damage was found under the periphery of the stimulating electrodes. Only in Monkey 5 (0.5 #C/ph) was it not possible to distinguish the stimulated from the unstimulated electrode by microscopic analysis of the underlying cortex. Finally, by comparing the right electrode of Monkey 34 with the left electrode of Monkey 81, it is clear that even when the stimulating conditions (charge and charge density) are identical, the resulting damage may differ significantly.
Cerebellar Damage
Behavioral Observations
In Monkeys 6 (10 ~tC/ph) and 7 (22 #C/ph) the charge delivered was sufficiently high to evoke twitches of the face and ears that appeared only during the 8-minute periods of stimulation. During the alternate 8-minute periods when there was no stimulation, no twitches or other abnormal movements were noted. The twitches during stimulation could be interrupted by competing responses such as orienting to the presence of a stranger or feeding. After the end of the 18 days of chronic stimulation, there was no behavioral evidence of cerebellar damage, for instance, the monkeys could perform feeding movements with either hand skillfully.
Electroencephalographic recordings from sensorimotor cortex made at various intervals throughout the 18 days of chronic stimulation never indicated the presence of paroxysmal activity that could eventually result in epileptic seizures, such as those reported to occur in cats after stimulation of the suprasyivian gyrus. TM
Discussion
The experiments reported in this paper were designed to evaluate in the monkey the long-term electrode performance and electrophysiological efficacy and reliability of a commercially available cerebellar stimulation system used clinically for the treatment of drug-refractory epilepsy and movement disorders in man? Our findings indicate that electrode performance may be stable for periods as long as 205 hours of stimulation over 18 days if the charge is kept as low as 0.5 #C/ph. The charge density/phase is estimated to be about 7.4/zC/sq cm/ph but may be lower. The charge appears to be approximately four or five times that required to evoke cerebellar efferent activity; however, it is not known whether such low charges would be therapeutically effective. There is no neural damage attributable to stimulation with charges as low as 0.5 #C/ph for as long as 205 hours of stimulation. It is not known if the longer periods of stimulation usually required for therapeutic results with prosthetic devices would eventually result in neural damage to the cerebellum beneath the stimulated electrodes.
One of the most important findings reported in this paper is the fact that with charge densities sufficiently high to reduce the resistive properties of the electrode-tissue interface, unregulated neurostimulators will deliver more current and increase the likelihood of electrolytic damage. The use of current-regulated neurostimulators should be an engineering requirement for the design of neurostimulators. Although in most cases the electrode performance, as indicated by measures of access resistance and impedance, stabilized after a few days, it is possible that, by then, appreciable neural damage had occurred. Pudenz, et al., is have reported neural damage in cat neocortex with charge densities as low as 45/zC/sq cm/ph and 1 #C/ph after only 36 hours (4 days) of stimulation. The extent of neural damage was comparable to that found in the cerebellum of our Monkey 31 that received a charge density of approximately 35 #C/sq cm/ph. Access resistance of the electrodes of Monkey 31 decreased for 4 days (45.5 hours of stimulation) before stabilizing (Fig. 2) . It, therefore, may be possible to avoid significant neural damage if the electrode-tissue interface is not compromised at the start of stimulation. This was apparently true in Monkey 5 (7.5 uC/sq cm/ph) where neither access resistance nor impedance changed after the start of chronic stimulation and no neural damage attributable to current flow could be found.
The neural damage found in all other monkeys ( Table 1 ) clearly indicates that the charge densities used would be unacceptable for use in a human prosthetic device, unless it can be determined that the tissue structure and reactivity in human cerebellum is markedly different from that of the monkey. Our results lead us to predict that charge densities greater than 10 #C/sq cm/ph should not be used to stimulate the human cerebellar cortex for long periods. Since the electrode arrays (Avery Model E-333C) used to stimulate the human cerebellum 5 have electrode surfaces approximately four times greater than each of our large electrodes, charges/phase as high as 2.7 #C/ph delivered Electrophysiologieal studies of cerebellar stimulation in monkeys to such human stimulating electrodes would still have charge densities less than 10 #C/sq cm/ph. Although it has not been possible to measure charge from cerebellar neurostimulators implanted in man, it can be estimated that the Avery neurostimulator generates a peak voltage output of about 10 volts across an electrode access resistance of about 500 ohms, resulting in peak pulse currents of about 20 mA. These currents may vary with different coupling distances between the antenna and receiver. The charge/phase of 20 #C would result in an estimated charge density of 73.4 uC/sq cm/ph. This charge density would be comparable to the charge density given to the left cerebellum of Monkey 81 (70.56 taC/sq cm/ph) and would very likely result in cerebellar damage. However, some of the voltages reported by Cooper, et al., 4 as therapeutic were as low as 5 "volts" on the neurostimulator dial. This dial setting, assuming an electrode resistance of 500 ohms, could actually result in pulse currents of approximately 9.2 mA, a charge/phase of 9.2 ~zC, and an estimated charge density of 33.8 vC/sq cm/ph. Although this charge density is comparable to that given Monkey 31 (35 #C/sq cm/ph) and would probably result in damage to the human cerebellum, it is possible that a non-injurious therapeutic effect could be achieved with either a lower voltage (such as neurostimulator setting No. 2: approximately 15.4 #C/sq cm/ph) or by use of a lower charge density resulting from a larger electrode surface area. For example, Avery electrode Model E-335C has an estimated surface area of about 54.4 sq mm which would allow pulse currents as high as 5.4 mA without exceeding a charge density of 10 tsC/sq cm/ph.
Previous studies of the efficacy of electrical stimulation of the pia for activating cortical neurons have suggested that shorter pulses are more effective than long-duration pulses. 1~ Our results indicate, to the contrary, that longer pulses to the cerebellar surface are more effective stimuli for evoking motor cortex potentials than short pulses (Fig. 7) . We would speculate that more cerebellar efferent activity for a given charge would result if a pulse duration of about 1 msec rather than 0.5 msec is used. Pulses longer than 1 msec were not studied in our experiments. In support of our findings, Simmons, et al., ~5 have reported that during electrical stimulation of the human auditory nerve "... increasing the pulse duration from 1 to 10 msec reduced threshold by a factor of about 50."
The threshold for a clear motor cortex potential evoked by paravermal stimulation in Monkeys 34 and 81 was found to be approximately 0.1 #C. This value is about onetenth the charge reported as necessary for a similar motor cortex response in the monkey studied by Gilman, et al. 8 This difference may be attributable to the placement of their stimulating electrodes (over Crus I) and/or their sensorimotor cortex recording electrodes. Henneman, et al., 9 used evoked potential techniques to demonstrate a topographic relation between the paravermal cortex and sensorimotor cortex in the cat, while showing that projections from Crus I to neocortex were difficult to demonstrate.
The finding that after 18 days of electrical stimulation in Monkey 81 (4.8 ~tC/ph) the threshold for evocation of motor cortex potentials by paravermal stimulation was increased by a factor of at least four is convincing evidence that neurostimulators that cause damage to underlying neurons and fibers will eventually become less effective. This result is not surprising; however, it does underline the significance of avoiding cerebellar damage in order to ensure the long-term effectiveness of a cerebellar neurostimulator. Even though the reduced effectiveness could probably be overcome by increasing the charge delivery, it is clear that this would eventually produce even more widespread cerebellar damage until there would be no excitable tissue beneath the stimulating electrodes. Severe focal damage to the cerebellum, such as that demonstrated in Monkeys 6 (10 uC/ph) and 7 (22 uC/ph) did not result in any demonstrable behavioral dysfunction, a finding also reported by Gilman, et al? Our results of the effect of increased charge density (with charge constant) in Monkey 81 do suggest that the extent of cerebellar damage is dependent upon charge density rather than charge per se. However, the experiment in Monkey 8t represents only a single test which was confounded to some extent by movement of one of the electrodes. Nevertheless, the movement of the smaller electrode one-third of the way through the chronic stimulation should have decreased the likelihood that greater damage would be ob-served beneath the smaller electrode since the underlying cortex would have received, at most, only 12 days of stimulation. Disregarding other possible sources of damage, such as indentation of the molecular layer, or occlusion of pial vessels, it can be concluded that charge density is one parameter that must be controlled in applying electrical stimulation to the human cerebellum. However, the use of different pulse repetition rates and/or different electrode configurations might indicate the importance of other stimulus parameters such as charge or current density. Until more complete studies are available it would be best to control all of these parameters. 
Addendum
